
 

MAD SCIENCE PARTY PRICING AND OPTIONS  
 

With different options and add-ons depending on the length of your party and number of children attending, 
you can make your party as unique and wonderful as the birthday child!   

 
 

Number  
of kids 

4-11 

1 hour 
Party 

The LAB PARTY 
Choose Science Lab OR Slime Lab 

Party Theme info below.  

2 hour 
Party 

 

The MEGA LAB PARTY 
Everything in the LAB PARTY, plus… 

     

20 kids or 
less 

£230 30 min show £275 Choice of finale (options below) 

Take home experiment (options below) Take home gifts* 
     

21-25 kids £260 30 min show £300 Choice of finale (options below) 

Take home experiment (options below) Take home gifts* 
     

26-35 kids £295 30 min show  £355 Dry Ice Finale*** (included in price) 

Additional Mad Scientist Take home gifts* 

Slime making take home experiment** 
     

36-45 kids £310 30 min show £385 Slime making take home experiment** 

Additional Mad Scientist Take home gifts* 

Dry Ice Finale*** (included in price)  
 

 

*Take home gift options are seasonal and based on the items we have in stock.  They could include rainbow diffraction specs, mini 
chemistry sets, rubber band powered space shuttle. 
**Slime is the only take home experiment option suitable for larger groups. 
***Dry Ice Finale is the only suitable option for larger groups, but it is included in the price of the party. 
 

 
 

Party Themes 
 

Experiment options 
 

Finale Options 
Science Lab  

30 minute show includes colour changing 
chemical reactions, fiery demos, flying 

physics fun & interesting challenges   
Suitable for any size party 

Slime making Goggles on, let’s play with 
polymers! Mix the key ingredients 

needed to make Mad Science Slime! 

Dry Ice (£20 additional charge) Bubbling 
potions, burp in a bottle, cool smoke- 
filled bubbles & giant birthday cloud.   

Rainbow Crystal Test Tubes 
Grow a rainbow of coloured super 

absorbent polymer crystals 

Hovercraft  
Everyone gets a ride on the Mad Science 

Hovercraft 

Slime Lab 
30 minute show will be chemistry based, 
with lots of slime stretching and gooey 

reactions.  Each guest will get 2 types of 
slime to take home 

For groups of 25 children or less 

Bouncy Balls  
Mix and fill a mould with polymer 

crystals to create a bouncy ball 

Rocket Launch 
See a real solid fuel rocket soar above 
the party. (large open space needed) 

Bath Bombs 
Mix acids & alkalines into moulds and 

have a bath reaction 

Booming Balloons 
Exciting indoor explosions, and loud 

chemical reactions 

 

                                    READY TO BOOK?  CLICK HERE 

E 

https://hertsbeds.madscience.org 

 

Mad Science of Hertfordshire & Bedfordshire 
Email: events@madsciencehb.co.uk   Tel: 01727 824 700  

 

 

https://register.madscience.org/hertsbeds/party-request.aspx

